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 PKI is the de-facto standard for securing IoT Device connectivity to Cloud

IoT Device uses client
certificate to authenticate
itself to an IoT Service

Devices with certificates signed
by device manufacturers CA
register to Cloud IoT Service

Device
Credential



 PKI is the de-facto standard for securing IoT Device software update 

IoT Device uses software
publisher certificate to
verify the signature on
the software distribution

Software Publishers with a
software publisher certificate
signed by a Certificate Authority

Software Publisher

Signed 
Software 
Distribution



 Certificates expire
 If they are not renewed in a timely 

fashion, the device may become 
unusable 

 False positive revocation
 The CA may put the certificate on 

the revocation list due to a 
misinterpretation of attack data

 Scalability
 PKI was not designed for billions 

of devices

 Deployment complexity
 Deploying a CA is too complex 

for consumers and many 
businesses 



 Decentralized Identifiers

- A permanent (persistent identifier) – never needs to change

- Resolvable – look it up to get metadata

- Cryptographically verifiable – prove ownership using crypto

- Decentralized – no centralized registration authority is required

DID: 

Built on Blockchain!



 DID document
 Provides cryptographic 

keying and cryptosystem 
information allowing  the 
DID to be verified.

 Links to additional services 
also provided.
 Example: location of Identity 

Hub. 

 DID documents are stored 
in Identity Hubs.

 Universal resolver resolves 
DIDs to DID documents.

“service” :  [{
“type” : “IdentityHub”,
“serviceEndpoint”: https://id-hub.example.com/gnomon/8377464”

]}
}



 DIDs are formed and managed according to methods

 ION (Identity Overlay Network) forms a ”Layer 2” blockchain network 
 Runs  on top of the Bitcoin and IPFS

 Can scale up to 10k transactions per sec

 Open source



 Verifiable credentials allow 
cryptographically attestable 
statements to be made about 
identities established using DIDs.

 Software publishers publish a VC to 
the Identity Hub for new 
distributions under the software 
image DID.

 IoT devices running that image are 
informed about the updates.

 They download the update and 
verify the signature against the 
signature in the VC.

"credentialSubject": {
"version": "2.0.0"
"imageUrl":
"https://examples.com/

files/update2.0.0.img",
"imageSignature": '335…e9e"
"type":        

"EcdsaKoblitzSignature2016",
"publicKeyHex": "032…849"

}

A certificate for software distributions!





 Open source code: https://github.com/cidd04/ionic/tree/master/ionic-iot

 Created the Ionic SDK - A small and efficient library for digital identities on 
top of the ION Network https://github.com/cidd04/ionic/tree/master/ionic-
lib

 Screen shot of Gnomon in 
operation



 Decentralized Identifiers hold great promise for addressing the security 
issues with IoT

 Gnomon addresses trust and scalability issues for software update with 
decentralized identifiers and verifiable credentials

 Gnomon solves certificate expiration and certificate revocation issues thru 
DIDs and Verifiable Credentials

 Strong alternative to current PKI
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